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We present a method of fully interferometric, controllable anomalous refraction efficiency by introducing cross-
modulated incident light based onplasmonicmetasurfaces. Theoretical analyses and numerical simulations indicate
that the anomalous and ordinary refracted beams generated from two opposite-helicity incident beams and following
the generalized Snell’s law will have a superposition for certain incident angles, and the anomalous refraction effi-
ciency can be dynamically controlled by changing the relative phase of the incident sources. As the incident wave-
length nears the resonant wavelength of the plasmonic metasurfaces, two equal-amplitude incident beams with
opposite helicity can be used to control the anomalous refraction efficiency. Otherwise, two unequal-amplitude in-
cident beamswith opposite helicity can be used to fully control the anomalous refraction efficiency. This Letter may
offer a further step in the development of controllable anomalous refraction. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (160.3918) Metamaterials; (240.6680) Surface plasmons; (230.4555) Coupled resonators.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.39.006763

Metasurfaces, a new class of metamaterials that consist
of a monolayer of planar metallic structures, have shown
great promise for generating a wide range of position-
dependent, discontinuous interfacial phase profiles [1,2].
By simply engineering a metasurface-induced phase
profile, a nearly arbitrary wavefront can be produced.
The field of metasurfaces is rapidly expanding, with
applications such as anomalous refraction [1,3], optical
vortex beams [4,5], aberration-free quarter-wave plates
[6], ultra-thin flat lenses [7,8], optical spin–orbital inter-
actions [9,10], and high-resolution, three-dimensional
metasurface holograms [11,12]. The realization of anoma-
lous refraction through linear control of phase disconti-
nuity is a common goal with these applications, although
most have only achieved it for the orthogonal portion of
incident polarization, which leaves both of the anoma-
lous and ordinary refractions. Therefore, the limited
efficiency of polarization conversion results in low
anomalous refraction efficiency. Recently, [13] presented
ultrathin broadband polarization converters capable of
rotating a linear polarization state into its orthogonal
one. On the basis of these converters, the anomalous re-
fraction efficiency can be markedly increased, although
this method still needs further improvement in some
applications. A type of cascaded metasurface was pro-
posed in [14], which uses collocated electric and mag-
netic polarizabilities to induce low polarization and
reflection loss, leading to high-efficiency anomalous re-
fraction. This kind of metasurface relies on a multilayer
nanostructure, requiring complex sample fabrication and
critical alignment between layers. Moreover, the anoma-
lous refraction efficiency in [13,14] still cannot be fully
controlled, which extremely limits the development of
controllable anomalous refraction.
In this Letter, we propose a novel method of

fully interferometric, controllable anomalous refraction

efficiency, by incorporating cross-modulated incident
lightwith plasmonicmetasurfaces.We demonstrate, theo-
retically and numerically, that the anomalous and ordi-
nary refracted light generated by two opposite-helicity
incident beams will have a superposition for certain inci-
dent angles, and the anomalous refraction efficiency can
be dynamically controlled by changing their relative
phase. As the incident wavelength and resonant wave-
length of the metasurface converge, two equal-amplitude
incident beams with opposite helicity can finely control
the anomalous refraction efficiency. Otherwise, we need
to adopt two unequal-amplitude incident beams with
opposite helicity for comprehensive controlling.

Figure 1(a) shows a plasmonic metasurface capable of
generating ordinary and anomalous refraction with
opposite circular polarization. This metasurface consists
of arrays of identically shaped gold nanorods (length
l � 300 nm, width w � 50 nm, and thickness t �
50 nm), which exhibit a resonance at a wavelength of
1.3 μm, and are arranged evenly along the x-direction,
with the orientation angle increasing in 22.5° increments.
The length and width of the unit cell, indicated by a white
rectangle in Fig. 1(a), are L � 3800 nm andW � 475 nm,
respectively. The optical constants of gold are ε �
−67.9� 6.65i at 1.3 μm and ε � −62.8� 4.96i at
1.15 μm [15]; the permittivity of the substrate is taken
as 2.25. All numerical simulations were carried out using
finite-element method (FEM)-based commercial soft-
ware, COMSOL Multiphysics [16].

A nanorod antenna will absorb and scatter some frac-
tion of the incident light, and transmit the incident light of
any polarization; thus, it can be treated as an imperfect
linear polarizer, with polarization directions indicated by
the green arrows in Fig. 1(a). According to the Jones
matrix, perfect polarizers with rotation angle φ can be
described as
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P �
�

cos2 φ sin φ cos φ
sin φ cos φ sin2 φ

�
; (1)

where φ is a linear function of x and can be specified as
φ�x� � πx∕L. A circularly polarized (CP) beam is pri-
marily scattered into waves of the same polarization
as that of the incident beam without phase change,
and partially converted into the opposite-handedness
of CP light, with phase change [5,17,18]. We adopt the
Dirac bracket notation to define right-circularly polarized
(RCP) and left-circularly polarized (LCP) waves as jRi �
� 1 i �T and jLi � � 1 −i �T, respectively. The linearly po-
larized light generated by the polarizer can be seen as the
combination of two CP beams with opposite helicity.
Therefore, the transmission process for the gold nanorod
arrays can be written as

PjLi � αjLi � βjRie−i2φ; (2)

PjRi � αjRi � βjLiei2φ; (3)

where α and β are the amplitude of the refracted beams
and maintain α� β � 1 after normalization; the phase
factor e�i2φ indicates an abrupt phase change imposed
on anomalous beams. The transmission amplitude of
the anomalous beam is shown in Fig. 1(b), where both
linear polarizers can refract light with the converted hel-
icity of incidence. Obviously, a linear polarizer can
exhibit perfect polarization behavior when the amplitude
conversion efficiency β of the polarization array is 0.5.
Figure 1(c) shows the phase delay of an anomalous
beam, scattered from each linear polarizer. When a polar-
izer has a linear rotation along the x-axis from 0 to π,
eight linear polarizers can cover the entire phase range
of 0 to 2π; this phase change is opposite for LCP and RCP
incident beams.
An arbitrary incident state jψi � c1jLi � c2jRi can be

achieved by combining LCP and RCP, where c1 and c2 are
complex numbers. Substituting this polarization state
into the eigenvalue equation Pjψi � pjψi (where p is
the eigenvalue), we can obtain two groups of eigenvalues
and eigenstates as follows:

p1 � α� β and jψ1i � eiφjLi � e−iφjRi; (4)

p2 � α − β and jψ2i � eiφjLi − e−iφjRi: (5)

Thus, only two refractive beams with opposite helicity
are present in the transmitted beams, even for different
amplitudes (p1 and p2). The eigenstates in Eqs. (4) and
(5) have the same phase factor, apart from the phase shift
π for jRi. The spatial frequencies of the LCP and RCP
beams can be written as uL � sin θL∕λ and uR �
sin θR∕λ, where θL and θR are incident angles for the
LCP and RCP incident beams. Then, the phase factor
of LCP light can be written as c1 � ei2πuLx. The relation
c2 � �c1e−i2φ, deduced from Eqs. (4) and (5), can be
Fourier transformed:

Ffc2g � δ

�
uR −

�
uL −

1
L

��
: (6)

Therefore, the relation between two incident angles
meeting the eigenstates can be written as

sin θR � sin θL −
λ0
n1L

; (7)

where λ0 is the wavelength in free space, and n1 is the
refractive index for the incident side. If θL and θR satisfy
Eq. (7), the anomalous and ordinary refracted beams for
both LCP and RCP incident beams will have a superpo-
sition, and vice versa, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b)
shows the calculated LCP incident angle θL as a function
of the RCP incident angle θR. The incident angles are
restricted by evanescence and total reflection, so LCP
and RCP incident angles are limited to −26.0°–41.8°
and −41.8°–26.0°, respectively. To simplify our analysis,
we will choose two symmetric incident angles, θL �
−θR � 6.5°, for the following discussion. The reflected
beams will superpose with two incident beams, so we
do not discuss this case.

As the anomalous and ordinary refracted beams are
superposable and interactional, the efficiency of anoma-
lous refraction can be controlled by changing the relative
phaseΦ of the incident beams. An arbitrary incident state

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a representative plasmonic
metasurface used as a model in our theory and simulation.
(b) Amplitude transmission of anomalous light scattered from
each linear polarizer as a function of rotation angle φ when
β � 0.5. (c) Phase delay of anomalous light scattered from each
linear polarizer as a function of rotation angle φ.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the anomalous and ordi-
nary refracted lights for both LCP and RCP incident beams,
which are superposable at all eigenstates. (b) Calculated LCP in-
cident angle θL as a function of the RCP incident angle θR. Red
marker shows two symmetric incident angles, θL � −θR � 6.5°.
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can be written as jψi � eiφjLi � e−i�φ−Φ�jRi, where the
LCP and RCP incident beams have equal amplitude.
Sending the arbitrary incident light through the polariza-
tion arrays, we can produce the transmitted light from
Eqs. (2) and (3):

Pjψi � �α� βeiΦ�eiφjLi � �αeiΦ � β�e−iφjRi: (8)

Apparently, the amplitude for two refracted beamswith
opposite helicity is jELj � jERj �

���������������������������������������������
α2 � β2 � 2αβ cos Φ

p
.

The maximal amplitude jEmaxj and minimal amplitude
jEminj correspond to the eigenvalues in Eqs. (4) and
(5), respectively, whenΦ � 0 andΦ � π. We accordingly
defined the degree of modulation (DOM) η �
1 − jEminj2∕jEmaxj2 to evaluate the controllability of trans-
mitted beams for the polarization arrays. The calculated η
with varying conversion efficiency β is shown in Fig. 3(a).
We can see that η reaches its maximumwhen β � 0.5, and
its value gradually decreases as β deviates from 0.5.
Full three-dimensional simulations were performed to

demonstrate our theory. Two opposite-helicity incident
beams with equal-amplitude were set. We fixed the
RCP beam, gradually tuned the phase of the LCP beam,
and then detected the intensity of refracted light for the
RCP beam. The red marker in Fig. 3(a) shows the values
of β � 0.38 and η � 0.94 at the resonant wavelength of
1.3 μm for the proposed metasurface. Figure 3(b) gives
the calculated and simulated intensity jERj2 of the RCP
transmitted light for different relative phasesΦwhen β �
0.38 and β � 0.5. When Φ � 0, the intensity jERj2 of the
RCP transmitted light reaches its maximum; it then
decreases as Φ increases and reaches its minimum
when Φ � π. Thus, the controllable process is
periodic with increasing Φ. The simulated results (blue
circles) are in good agreement with our theoretical
results (solid red line) for the case of β � 0.38. The theo-
retical results for β � 0.5 correspond to perfectly con-
trollable refracted light. Therefore, the RCP anomalous
refracted light can be controlled by changing the relative
phase of the RCP and LCP incident lights. The ordinary
and anomalous diffractions are small in our case, so we
did not discuss them [19]. However, it is an interesting
issue to control the intensity of the diffracted lights using
our method.

Figure 4 shows the simulated electric field distribu-
tions of RCP refracted light at different relative phases
Φ, which have been indicated by green markers in
Fig. 3(b). When Φ � 0, the wavefront and amplitude of
the RCP refracted light are distinct and maximal, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). With increasing Φ, the RCP refracted
light gradually becomes weak and nearly disappears, as
can be seen in Figs. 4(b)–4(c). These characteristics are
consistent with the results from Fig. 3(b).

When the incident wavelength is far away from the
resonant wavelength of metasurface, the conversion
efficiency will gradually decrease. The anomalous refrac-
tion efficiency cannot be efficiently controlled anymore
by two equal-amplitude incident beams with opposite
helicity. We can adopt two unequal-amplitude incident
beams with opposite helicity to fully control the anoma-
lous refraction efficiency. We defined an arbitrary inci-
dent state with unequal amplitude for the LCP and RCP
incident beams as jψi � aeiφjLi � be−i�φ−Φ�jRi. As men-
tioned previously, the amplitudes of the LCP and RCP re-

fracted beams jEL;Rj �
����������������������������������������������������������������
α2L;R � β2L;R � 2αL;RβL;R cos Φ

q
can be deduced, where αL � aα, βL � bβ, αR � aβ, and
βR � bα. In this Letter, βL;R can be treated as the effective
conversion efficiency for the LCP and RCP beams, which
can separately produce perfectly controllable anomalous
refracted light by setting the amplitude ratios a∕b � β∕α
and a∕b � α∕β for βL � 0.5 and βR � 0.5, respectively.
Next, we will discuss the case where β � 0.28, which
corresponds to an incident wavelength of 1.15 μm.

Figure 5 shows the calculated and simulated intensity
jERj2 of the RCP transmitted light as a function of relative
phase Φ for two cases of the amplitude ratio a∕b when
β � 0.28. We can see that the RCP anomalous
refracted light cannot be fully controlled in the case
where a∕b � 1, and η is 0.8 for the incident beams with
equal amplitude. However, when the amplitude ratio
a∕b � 2.57, η goes to 1.0, and it is clear that the RCP
anomalous refracted light is fully controllable. The simu-
lated results (blue circles) are also in good agreement
with our proposed theoretical results (solid red line)

Fig. 3. (a) Calculated DOM η with varying the conversion ef-
ficiency β. Red marker shows the values of β � 0.38 and η �
0.94 at the resonant wavelength of 1.3 μm. (b) Calculated
(dashed gray line and solid red line) and simulated (blue
circles) intensity jERj2 of the RCP transmitted light for varying
relative phase Φ when β � 0.38 and η � 0.94.

Fig. 4. Simulated electric field distributions of RCP refracted
light at different relative phases, which are indicated by green
markers in Fig. 3(b): (a) Φ1 � 0°, (b) Φ2 � 82°, (c) Φ3 � 115°,
and (d) Φ4 � 180°.
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for the unequal-amplitude case. The electric field
distributions (insets of Fig. 5) further confirm these
assertions.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel method

of fully controllable, anomalous refraction efficiency via
cross-modulated, opposite-helicity incident light, with
plasmonic metasurfaces. When two opposite-helicity
incident beams have equal amplitude, the DOM mostly
depends on the conversion efficiency. Otherwise, the
DOM and effective conversion efficiency can reach ideal
values by setting suitable amplitude-ratio, opposite-
helicity incident beams. The anomalous refraction effi-
ciency can also be dynamically controlled by changing
the relative phase of incident beams (i.e., adjusting the
optical path difference). Our Letter thus provides a prom-
ising method for fully controllable, anomalous refraction
that may extend to other applications, such as vortex
beams, flat lenses, metasurface holograms, and so on.
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Fig. 5. Calculated (dashed gray line and solid red line) and
simulated (blue circles) intensity jERj2 of the RCP transmitted
light as a function of relative phase Φ for different amplitude
ratios a∕b when β � 0.28. Insets: simulated electric field distri-
butions of RCP refracted light at the relative phases Φ1 � 0°
andΦ2 � Φ0

2 � 180° for the equal and unequal amplitude cases,
respectively.
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